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A time to be thankful…. 

 With the coming Thanksgiving holiday, BSR has many things as an association 

to be thankful for. First and foremost, we are thankful for all of the volunteers that have 

been so helpful with improving and beautifying our resort and to the many who always 

show up to support our events and activities. Thank you to our wonderful BSR staff 

who are always working hard to keep us up and running at our best. Thank you to all of 

our new and old homeowners, who are the heart and soul of this special place. It’s the 

neighborly love that has maintained the growth and development of Badin Shores over the years. And finally, as a Board 

of Directors, we thank every single owner and guest for continued positivity and understanding as we ALL work towards 

BRS’s future. Happy holidays! 

We are thankful for PERMITS! 

  It is with great pleasure to announce, BSR has finally been 

granted its permits from Cube Hydro. This means we can now 

continue the replacement of damaged or rotten spots along the 

boardwalk and can get to work on the day docks. Park manager 

Jimmy and his maintenance crew have been taking advantage of the 

lower water levels and have made huge progress on the boardwalk. 

  Want to help? Contact the front office for information on 

how you can lend a hand around BSR- (336) 461-3833. 

 

 

Let’s talk water rumors… 

 Recently, there was misinformation spread through rumors about our ongoing water issue. During the 

October BOD meeting, the Long Range Strategic Planning Committee shared information they had researched 

on water systems and costs. This was just a general information speech that was simply to share what the 

committee had been working on. It was explained during the meeting that these comments were strictly 

informational only to bring awareness of the water obstacles we could be facing in the near future. Nothing was 

submitted for consideration by the BOD. Unfortunately, these comments were turned into rumors and sparked a 

moment of chaos on social media.  

 Here are the facts: the BOD has been working with Fleming Engineering for over a year now to find a 

solution to our water system issue. They have been researching the best cost effective way to adequately fix the 

system failure. Fleming has built models, worked to try and get BSR grants, are looking into other funding 

options for us, and are working through the governmental “red-tape” that comes along with permits for major 

water system construction. Currently, the BOD has only approved one section of the park to be redone, based 

on the model and advice from Fleming engineers. The BOD is currently researching every avenue possible to 

get our water system fixed and at a cost that will have the least impact on homeowners. As of right now, bids 

are being sent out to professional contractors by Fleming Engineering. The BOD is waiting to find out the total 
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cost of our prospective project, inquiring about low interest loans, and looking for any other financial programs 

that will help HOAs in our situation.  

The truth is that our water system is failing due to an inadequate developer and years of improper 

maintenance. We are losing millions of gallons of water each day due to water leaks, which ultimately costs us 

all more in the long run. The quicker we can find a solution the better. The only way to fix this issue is total 

replacement. Water is our number one priority and your BOD is working diligently to find a solution that fits 

BSR.  

Halloween, BSR Style! 

 The events committee did an excellent job of planning a fun-filled day for all age groups on October 

26th’s Halloween Carnival. The kid’s carnival started the day off with a bouncy slide, games, face painting, and 

lunch. Later, the pavilion parking lot transformed into a modern “Candy Land” for “Trunk or Tweat”. Vickie 

Butcher said it was one of the biggest turn-outs in years. Later that evening, the adults came out for the block 

party to enjoy good food, music, and wonderful neighbors.  

 

Special thanks to everyone that shared pictures of the day’s events on Facebook! 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coming Soon…. The Bistro at BSR 

Welcome to ‘The Bistro on Badin’! Jon and I would like to introduce ourselves to ya’ll! We’re the new guys 

working hard to get our restaurant ready to open… hopefully December 1st!!! We live here full time at Badin 

shores…have been here almost 3 years now… WE LOVE IT!!! We both have many years of restaurant/ 

operator experience, both in the USA & in New Zealand, where Vicki is from… so we are up for this 

challenge!!! We’re excited to bring our Great Food… Excellent Service… & Family friendly atmosphere to this 

fantastic community… Bring it on!!!                                   -Jon & Vickie Mathers 
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For more information on upcoming events, visit the BSR events page 

(https://www.facebook.com/groups/364142300747365/) on Facebook or 

badinshoresevents@gmail.com 

Date Event  Time 

Thursday 

Nov. 28 

Annual Thanksgiving Dinner @ Clubhouse- 

Everyone is invited; join your neighbors in 

celebrating the holiday and socializing (bring 

a card or board game to play if you’d like). 

Bring a dish or dessert to share, the turkey 

will be donated by Jr & Linda Morris (for 

more info, drop by lot B270 at Richard 

drive) 

Doors open at 

3pm for 

socializing 

 

eating time- 

5:30 

Dec. 6 BSR Tree Lighting Event @ Clubhouse- 

That night we will decorate cookies, have 

S'mores, hot chocolate, hot cider, have Ugly 

Christmas Sweater Contest and maybe a visit 

from Santa 

TBA 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/364142300747365/

